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1. Background

Humans could infer the geometry and texture of a 3D object merely from a few images, relying on their strong prior knowledge built over a lifetime of visual experience. However, enabling machines to perform 3D reconstruction from limited input views remains an open challenge with many applications across robotics, autonomous vehicles, augmented reality and more.

1.1 Pure 3D reconstruction

Classic methods based on multi-view stereo (MVS) [1, 2] can reconstruct 3D models from multiple images taken from known viewpoints. However, they struggle with textureless surfaces, lighting variations, and thin structures. MVS also requires many input views captured in a controlled setting.

Recently, an increasing number of methods have adopted implicit neural representations for modeling 3D scenes, demonstrating strong reconstruction performance and high fidelity results [3, 4, 5, 6]. However, they also require a large number of input images with known poses and may produce blurry output when facing areas unseen.

1.2 Diffusion Models

As diffusion models [7, 8] showed remarkable performance in 2D images generation, many works seek to transfer this ability for 3D tasks.

DreamFusion [9], as a pioneer work, utilizes a pre-trained text-to-image diffusion model to generate 3D models from text prompts. Given the inspiration, some works [10, 11, 12, 13] adapt the pipeline and focus on optimizing a text-inversion model to synthesize novel views from single image for reconstruction.

Another pioneer work Zero-1-to-3 [14], introduces an architecture of view-conditioned diffusion model, which could generate novel views from any angle given the single image input. Followed by this, more recent works [15, 16] model the multi-view images generated by diffusion model for reconstruction as a joint distribution to maintain 3D consistency. Moreover, this line of works focus more on creation of object matches with input image rather than reconstruction.

There are also works like SparseFusion [17] optimizing the diffusion model with reconstruction process to keep the consistency of geometry. However, this kind of model normally won’t work in the open world and may require categorical prior.

In summary, major limitations of existing methods include reliance on known poses, controlled capture, category-specific training, and degradation with sparse inputs. The ability to reconstruct high-quality 3D geometry from one or a handful of in-the-wild images remains an open problem.

2. Objective

The goal is to develop a scalable framework for 3D reconstruction that can leverage either single or multiple input images. Key objectives include:

• Develop a model that can reconstruct 3D geometry from single image.
• Enable multi-view 3D reconstruction where additional images can incrementally improve the reconstruction.
• Support input images without categorical prior, masks or poses.
• Evaluate reconstruction quality compared to state-of-the-art methods in closed-world benchmarks quantitatively.
• Qualitatively assess plausibility of completions with other state-of-the-art methods.
• Analyze tradeoffs between single vs. multi-view reconstruction in terms of accuracy and runtime.

The aim is a flexible framework that utilizes single or multiple images to produce complete 3D models. Additional views should enhance reconstruction quality when available.
3. Methodology

This project will develop a framework for few-shot single and multi-view 3D reconstruction of arbitrary objects. The approach will build upon recent advances in view-conditioned diffusion models and neural renderings. Following is the rough discussion on methodology.

3.1 Input preprocessing

As a first step, any available input images will be preprocessed to generate additional pseudo-views. This can provide more supervision for the model and emulate a multi-view capture setup from a single photo. Data augmentations like random cropping and flipping will be applied to extract plausible alternative perspectives. With camera poses and masks unknown, approximate viewpoints and masks will also be estimated using off-the-shelf pretrained models.

3.2 View-conditioned diffusion model

We may still base on the pretrained Zero-1-to-3 \cite{14} model for novel view synthesize. To keep the 3D consistency, we may learn from the joint distribution approach \cite{15,16} and distillation approach \cite{9,17}. We may also redesign the pipeline to make the model could condition on incremental input images for enhancement.

3.3 Reconstruction

Given the recognition of NeRF \cite{3} and its following improvements \cite{4,5,6}, we plan to adopt the latest method while adding features such that the reconstruction process may guide the generation of novel views.

4. Schedule and Milestones

The following table summarize the schedule and milestones of this final year project.

4.1. Preparation and literature review (Sep 1, 2023 - Oct 15, 2023)

In the first and a half month, we’ll focusing on mostly literature review. Checking with latest work in relevant areas and try to reproduce their results. Need to select and determine the method for each step mentioned in the methodology part above. Also, should check with the environment and framework (PyTorch) setup. Milestones of this stage listed as follows.

- Summary of literature review
- Complete setup environment
- A more concrete version of methodology

4.2. Preliminary implementation of the framework (Oct 16, 2023 - Nov 30, 2023)

Implement a preliminary version of the framework, while also working on the interim report. The preliminary implementation may assume the input images are with masks and camera positions. The key point is to implement and finetune the diffusion and reconstruction network. Milestones of this stage listed as follows.

- Preliminary implementation of the framework
- Test result of preliminary framework
- Draft of interim report

4.3. Improvement of implementation (Dec 1, 2023 - Jan 15, 2023)

In this stage, try to improve the performance of original implementation with consideration on how to handle the wild images input. Check with latest work to see if there’s any novel method. Also, complete the interim report. Milestones of this stage listed as follows.

- Complete implementation of the framework
- Finalized version of interim report
- Interim presentation

4.4. Finalization and future work (Jan 16, 2023 - Apr 15, 2023)

During this period, we should finalize all the implementation and report. Future work include deployment an online demo for the framework, optimize the network to be mobile-capable, etc.

- Final implementation
- Final report
- Materials for exhibition
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